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Hi Lovely!

I am beyond excited to get to help you plan your

special day. Whether it's just through this guide,

or by joining forces with you in the mini course,

THIS. IS. EXCITING! 

As a wedding planner I see too many brides brave

this planning journey alone and end up stressed,

and disappointed. I DON'T WANT THAT FOR YOU!

The best part is...I can help you make sure that

you don't end up becoming one of those poor

girls. I can help you create the WOW factor day

that you envision. :)

I am the owner of Couture Ever After, and have

been a designer for over a decade in NYC, LA,

and the Midwest. Not only have I had the amazing

opportunity to design large scale events for

Fortune 500 companies, but more importantly, I

have had the blessing of designing and planning

weddings for some of the most stylish and fun

couples.

When I'm not helping brides create their dream

weddings, I am running after my two boys, and

designing all kinds of projects with my husband.

Enough about me though! On to the important

stuff....

Welcome
Meet your pro planner
Nicole
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Our Guide

1.Vibe

6  S E C R E T S  
T O  E A S I L Y  P L A N  A  
W O W  F A C T O R  W E D D I N G

2. Continued Theme Elements

3. Variety of Decor

4. Personalization

What will be the overarching vibe of your day? Casual? Black Tie? Here's how to make sure that you
match the vibe throughout everything to create an unforgettable experience for you and your guests.

A wow factor wedding always means creating an event that feels like an all immersive experience.
Making sure you build your theme throughout everything makes all the difference.

Wow factor looks are never boring. Make your guests feel like they stepped straight into a wedding
blog by mixing up the decor. Here's the formula how...

Of course your big day should be 100% you. Who wants a cookie cutter wedding? Here's what to do to
make all your elements feel custom.
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5. Colors
Picking wedding colors can be daunting. Here is what you need to know about mixing and
matching...and how to make sure your colors create an expensive look.

Choosing the fonts for all wedding elements is a huge part of making it all feel like it all goes together. 
 Here are the ins and outs of how to choose the best looking fonts for you.

**BONUS**

Secrets to making your DIY decor look expensive!!!

6. Fonts
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Wow Factor Wedding Planning
Y O U R  N E E D  T O  K N O W  L I N G O

This is the overall look, or wedding
style that you will choose for your big
day. It will be described in 3 words or
less, and all your wedding elements
will fit within this theme.

#3. Wedding Theme

This term is used to describe how the
experience you create will make you
and your guests "feel" at the ceremony
and reception. It is the atmosphere, or
ambiance. Examples would be: "Easy
breezy comfortable", or "Prim and
proper fancy". These are two opposite
vibes that feel completely different.

#1. Vibe

These are the bits and pieces that you
choose during the planning process. All
of these pieces will add up to making
your planned day complete. This
includes everything from napkins to the
altar.

#2. Wedding Elements

This term signifies something that
either looks or feels seamless, high
end, expensive, or extra special.

#4. Designer

B U T  F I R S T . . .



1. 2. 3.Casual Polished Formal

This vibe is characterized by an
easy going, "not trying too hard"
feel. Details are pretty, but
effortless.
 
Keys to success 

- Less is more. Slightly un-done
details make it even more darling.
 
- Example: raw edge silk ribbons or
flower arrangements that aren't
too structured.

- Food and drink can be as simple
as tea and a perfectly laid out
buffet of snacks or desserts.
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Creating an
Awesome Vibe

1.

One of the key ways that planners make events FEEL
designer, expensive, or high end, is by insuring that
throughout all the wedding elements the chosen vibe
matches in every way.

Everything from the invitation to the type of final exit is
chosen to fit this "vibe" or feel. For example, if the food
feels formal (like a plated meal), then the attire feels
formal too (like black tie required).

When wedding elements don't match in vibe, the event
feels very DIY and can seem thrown together even when
it hasn't been. Non matching wedding elements are what
can make your wedding experience feel disjointed and
leave your guests unsure of what to expect. 

When you can successfully orchestrate everything to
match your vibe, you effectively create an event where
you and your guests feel like they are in an all immersive,
seamless experience. This is what causes the event to
feel magical. Every detail leaves your guests wondering
what is next. This is the foundation for creating that
wedding wow  factor.

This is what I can help you accomplish...
Here are three types of vibes or vibe themes. Choose one
theme to design your big day and insure your vibe is
continuous through all your wedding choices.

Here are the top 3 types of vibes

When you want the feel to be a little
less formal, but still look intentionally
put together, this is for you. This
wedding is the epitome of semi-
formal, and not too traditional.
 
Keys to success

- All elements are chosen to make
your guests feel comfortable, while
still being very "special occasion" at
the same time. 

- Good examples are a plated dinner,
with nicely presented tacos, or a
custom monogram dance floor
complete with a small local jazz band.

For the ultimate prim and proper
vibe, formal is your go to. All
details are refined, and
sophistication is key.
 
Keys to success

- Align all your details with
traditional wedding etiquette rules,
and you'll have a great foundation.

- This vibe contains all the
traditional details such as black tie
attire, a full invitation suite
(complete with ALL the pieces),
and exquisite design using stately
décor.
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The trick is to always ask when making a wedding element choice...
"Does this feel (casual, elegant, or fancy)?" Go with your first gut reaction to that answer. If it doesn't easily

help you create the original set vibe, search for an option that does.

Casual -  Here's how to do it.

Why this is a CASUAL cohesive vibe...
Elements are all very simple and the look is clean and fresh. Wedding elements don't feel like they are too "put

together". The canvas signs have raw edges, the centerpieces consist of single stem greens, and the bridal party
attire feels special, but not formal at all. The food was served buffet style, and the cake was a naked cake

topped with greens and floral. Everything felt beautiful but effortless.

How To Make Your Awesome Vibe Cohesive

Example Theme // Bohemian
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Why this is a POLISHED cohesive vibe...
This is a step up in terms of fanciness compared to the casual look. All wedding elements have a

finished feel to them, but they aren't necessarily formal.  For example, there may be crystal chandeliers
and chargers with the place settings, but they are serving donuts as a dessert, and they have a marquee

sign for décor which is whimsical and fun.

Polished -  Here's how to do it.

Example Theme // Romantic
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Why this is a FORMAL cohesive vibe...
This is as fancy as it gets. All wedding elements have a very refined and finished feel to them. They are
formal and follow the traditional etiquette guidelines in most ways. For example, in this theme there are

crystal chandeliers, glitzy tablecloths, high end traditionally styled centerpieces, and a champagne tower.
All the elements scream..."This is not your everyday event. This is the upmost special occasion".

Formal -  Here's how to do it.

Example Theme // Black Tie Gatsby
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Every amazing wedding includes special touches that make the day feel very personalized, intentionally
designed, and a little bit "extra". It is easy to create a cookie cutter look by choosing standard elements
straight off shelves, but the secret to making your day designer is to throw in a handful of things that feel
special to you, or custom made.

The easiest way to go about this is to choose 3 event elements that you're excited about, (examples: the
altar, the head table, the cake, etc.), and take a standard idea (something generic you can buy, rent, or have
seen done before), and make it your own. 

Take invitations for example...Say you have a winery themed polished vibe wedding...Instead of ordering
generic save the dates, you could have your wedding info laser engraved on wine corks turned magnets. A
personalized element like this would definitely send the message to you guests to expect something a bit
more special than your standard wedding.

Remember, the main key to success here is to always make sure that whatever you choose fits within your
chosen theme and vibe.

What are 3 wedding elements you're excited about? What are some ways you could make these elements
personalized to you and your fiancé? How can you match them, or tie them in with your theme?

1.

2.

3.

2. Personalization
How to choose unique special touches that will

instantly take your wedding to a "WOW factor" level.

Examples of how to do this

Laser cut invitations that match the lace on your dress, a custom painted bridal
jacket, or a specialized bar reflecting something you and your fiancé love
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3. Use a Variety of Decor

Pro Look  vs  Regular Look

Pro Look Regular Look

One way that weddings make you say "WOW" is by
creating ceremony and reception spaces that are

decorated with a variety of decor.
 

If you'll notice, these weddings usually don't have just one
type of centerpiece, they have a few different types

throughout the reception. They don't just have one color
of linens, they usually have some type of variety.

 
Do not make the mistake of filling your event spaces with

only one type of decor. With a variety of decor you are
insuring that your guest eyes are always moving. This

makes the design MUCH more interesting and expensive
looking (even if it isn't)!

 
A rule of thumb...when in doubt, mix together

3 options to achieve a designer look.
 

For example, mix together...
3 types of centerpieces

3 types or colors of linens
3 sizes of candles

3 types of flower arrangements, etc.
 

Here are some examples of how this effect looks good,
and how it looks bad (or generic) when you don't do this...



      4. Continue your 
Theme Elements Throughout

What this means...

Examples of Continued Theme Elements

When choosing your personalized theme, and creating your wedding look, it's
important that you pick a few details that will carry throughout your décor and
wedding elements. By doing this you not only create a cohesive event feel, but you
can also make the wedding feel more magical as a whole experience. 

An awesome wedding feels intentional through and through. Continuing your
special details throughout is a great way to achieve an expensive look.

Here are some good examples of what this looks like....
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Continued theme with wood
elements throughout. Wood
included in signs, tables, and altar

Rustic Elegance Enchanted Forest WWII

Continued theme with blue
butterflies throughout. Butterflies
included in elements such as the
cake, invitations, and centerpieces., 

Continued theme with Edison bulb
lights throughout Vintage bulbs.
included in elements such as the bar,
dance floor chandelier, and
centerpieces., 



H o w  t o  c h o o s e  a  d e s i g n e r  c o l o r  p a l e t t e

Deciding your Wedding Colors

Here are examples of warm and cool colors

Having trouble picking out your wedding colors? Here are some simple
rules you could follow that will keep your colors looking designer. Follow

one of these four, and you're guaranteed a look that is anything but
regular.

Select half warm, and
half cool, BUT ALL
colors match in
vibrancy. (Example: All
colors are dusty and
muted, or all colors are
bright and fun.)

Extra Tip... ONLY choose one metallic accent and stick with it throughout EVERYTHING. (Example: ONLY use
antique gold, or rose gold.) Metal mixing can be beautiful, but it is definitely not the simplest look to achieve.

The simplest
(always elegant)
choice is to stay
with classic white or
ivory (+ greenery if
you want).. Accent
with ONE metallic
for a high end
uncomplicated look.

The 2nd simplest
choice is to stick
with all warm
colors, or all cool
colors (+ greenery if
you want).

Select 4-5 colors, all but
1 should be from the
same color family.
(Example: red, coral,
dusty blue, yellow,
blush pink) These are all
warm colors + a blue
accent (cool color).

C O L O R S
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Warm

Cool
Green, Blue, Purple, (+ Gray)

Red (+ Pink), Yellow, Orange

1.

2.

3.

4.



Here are examples of winning combinations

Extra Tip... Easily find free fonts and combination suggestions by searching " Wedding Fonts" on Pinterest.

Modern

Modern scripts tend to look best with NON
SERIF prints, Antique, vintage, or traditional
scripts tend to look best with SERIF prints.

 Use the same two fonts 
THROUGHOUT EVERYTHING. 

DO NOT MIX STYLES. Keep the style of font the
same for both the script and print. If you don't do
this, the design will not look cohesive, and will
cheapen the overall look. For example, if you
choose a vintage script, don't pick a modern
print font to go with it. ;)

Choose 2 fonts. 
One script and one print. 

To help insure that your two fonts look good
together, pick two fonts that have similar line
widths. For example, pick two that are both
on the bolder side, or two that are both on
the thinner side.

Andrea &
Jason

M A Y  1 4 ,  2 0 2 0

Save the Date
K R I S H  &  A N A N Y A

A R E  G E T T I N G  M A R R I E D

H o w  t o  c h o o s e  y o u r  w r i t i n g  l o o k

Deciding your Wedding Fonts

If you want your big day to feel cohesive and totally amazing, then
having great looking (aka matching) writing on everything from your
invitations to your signs is IMPORTANT! Here are 5 rules to help you

pick.

F O N T S
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Vintage

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
Serif Non Serif

Example: Serif fonts have little "tags" or
fancy finishes on the tips of the letters. Non
serif fonts have none.

Script Print



H o w  t o  m a k e  D I Y  l o o k  d e s i g n e r

Make your decor
look expensive without the $$$      

Here are a few rules to follow to be sure that your DIY
decor doesn 't look DIY.

B O N U S !
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To make décor look elegant without spending a lot,
add greenery, or using greenery alone. This is the
simplest way to achieve top notch beauty on a low
budget, and with total ease.

Most of the time, simplicity is your friend with
DIY décor. If you make the design too
complicated, it is easy to go astray with
accidentally creating "crafty" looking details. If
the finishing and details aren't done with care,
your décor can easily look DIY. Keep it simple!

When making your own signs, don't try to write
them yourself. In your chosen fonts, create a
computer file with your sign verbiage, and then
either have a stencil or vinyl sticker made. This
will make them look perfect and professional. It
will also take HALF the time to make them.

Add features that look high end without the
$$$. One way to do this is to utilize
disposable plastic crystal ware. It will look
expensive without the expense. Check out
the Dollar Tree for crystal ware similar to
this. The finished look seems much more
impressive than standard plastic cups.

1.

2.

3.

4.



Looking for a complete guide 

on how to plan your entire wedding from ring to "I do"?

Be sure to join the

Complete Wedding Planning Mini Course

The Wow Factor Formula
Easy Step By Step Wedding Planning

for Low Stress Stunning Weddings

 Check out our website to get on the waitlist now,

browse our specialty rentals, and more!
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